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political environment and development.  In the many years of working in the same industry, one’s mind 

became narrow and industry focused without giving much thought to what is happening in the global 

economics and politics, and the potential impact it could have to my industry.  Imagine if business 

impacted by Industry 4.0 had foreseen what AI can impact their own industry and business, and plan 

ahead to become the market leader.  Imagine the impact machine vision have to AI and to the Industry 

4.0, and imagine if business back then had foreseen the invention of LED light can bring to their machine 

vision, the money they can save and the quality they can improved.  
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Abstract 

The thesis focus on analysis of machine vision lighting industry in Europe and the market penetration for 

a selected new comer to this market.  How to penetrate the market safely when facing the multinational 

giants that has permanent establishment in Europe for many years.  Who are the old players in the 

market, who will be the new players, and how will they survive peacefully in this new battle ground will 

be illustrated in this thesis.  The method adopted will be the five force analysis from the famous Michael 

Porter (Porter) to find out on the market penetration chances for old and new players, radar chart 

analysis for each of the major competition identified in this thesis, and SWOT analysis for the final 

strategy selection.        

Some study has indicated Europe being the world’s second largest machine vision market after the 

ASEAN market by 2022, but no further information was released on the supplier side.  The machine 

vision lighting application is new in the European market and thus very little study can be found and 

almost no study dedicated to the machine vision lighting industry can be found, but through this study 

we will be able to see clearer the market situation in Europe, and the competition landscape to allow 

small or new players who intend to enter the market a sneak peek into this new battle field.   

This thesis will select a machine vision lighting company as the subject of study in order to understand 

the market, and how a small to mid-size supplier can successfully penetrate and survive in this market.
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1. Introduction 

Machine vision, a technology that has help realize what was not possible before its conception, high 

speed and high quality production with minimal human involvement and therefore minimal human 

error.  Machine vision can be understood by some as the eyes of a robot, like the many AI related 

movies where the robots has eyes in different colors and is able to sense motion and temperature, 

identify dimension and color, scan its exterior, interior structure and layout, recognize identity and even 

accurately predicts output quality.  In a more practical sense, robots developed by Boston Dynamic 

“Spot” or “Atlas” (Boston Dynamics, n.d.) or their other robots adopt similar concepts to understand its 

surrounding environment, then calculate the best way to complete its given tasks.  Machine vision is 

able to perform all that and many more, but in this paper we will look into the lighting of the machine 

vision on the production lines. 

1.1. Machine Vision Introduction 

In general, machine vision helps to sort, quality check, align, inspect, and things that used to be done by 

human hands and eyes, but when we talk about the benefit of machine vision in production lines will 

differ depending on who you talk to.   To the business, machine vision help improve the quality and 

efficiency at the same time, thereby reduce cost that can turn into profit or rebate for customers.  To 

the labors, machine vision take jobs away from them.  To the consumers, we will enjoy our goods in 

higher quality and possibly at lower cost.  On a production line, unlike the complex moving robots, the 

machine vision is often adopted mainly for inspection, positioning or sorting purpose and is typically 

consist of one or more sensors, one or more camera, one or more light source, and image recognition 

software that are either integrated into the camera or on a separate computer.  The purpose of the 

lighting in machine vision is similar to the purpose of flash or added lights for photo shoots.  In a digital 

camera, software and sensor are built in to detect external environment and decide automatically the 
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shutter speed to maximize the quality of each photoshoot.  When shooting in external environment with 

sufficient natural lighting, the photo will have sufficient exposure to enhance photo quality, if the 

lighting is insufficient or you need to see detail down to something as fine as the human skin pores, then 

additional lighting can be added.  Similarly in the machine vision that is applied on the production line, 

the purpose of the light is to maximize the quality and detail of the image captured, as production line 

are always indoor and therefore natural light is not available nor sufficient because we are almost 

always looking for things that are finer than skin pores.  The functionality of the sensors are to inform 

the camera that a product is ready for inspection, the camera is then aided by the light to extract what it 

was programmed to “see”.  In the more traditional industries such as agricultural goods processing, the 

product runs on a conveyor belt while in many smart manufacturing or Industry 4.0 production, these 

camera, light and sensors are installed on robots (or on robotic arms) and they can inspect the product 

in every process, as long as they are programmed to perform the task.  Figure 1 Production Line 

Machine Vision Illustration is a typical traditional set up of the vision system on a production line.   
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Figure 1 Production Line Machine Vision Illustration 

1.2. Machine Vision Application 

Some very common application where machine vision is at work are barcode scanning in the 

supermarket counter, or even at the high speed airport baggage handling system whereby the machine 

vision will scan the tag to sort out where each piece of luggage should go to automatically.   

LED light are commonly used in the inspection lightings due to its nature of low cost, low energy 

consumption and the different variety it offers , even customize to fit different purpose.  The downside 

to LEDs are, brightness limitation and light decay due to aging LED or material quality.  Depending on the 

grade of LED, it will withstand different level of voltage.  Depending on the object to be inspected, the 

type and color of lights can varied, and combination of light may need to be applied in some cases, see 

Figure 2 General Light Spectrum Table for a general light spectrum variation. 
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Figure 2 General Light Spectrum Table 

1.3. Machine Vision Market 

Even at current state where many industries are unsure whether machine vision can help improved their 

production, just to give us an idea on the market demand, a studies done by a UK based research 

company (Machine Vision Market Research Report- Global Forecast 2022, 2017)1 indicated that machine 

vision market is expected to reach 15.46 billion by the end of 2022 with 8.18% CAGR during forecast 

period 2017 – 2022 with largest customers in Asia Pacific followed by Europe and then USA.  KSJ Limited 

(hereinafter as KSJ) is selected to be the subject of study due to its market reputation and position and 

the potentials in this new and growing industry.  This thesis will focus on the European market strategy 

because KSJ is already in the Asian market and is aiming to expand into the European market.  The 

following chapters will further analysis on why KSJ has chosen European market as their target, the 

market competitions and strategy to penetrate and establish a sustainable business onshore Europe. 

                                                           
1 https://www.marketresearchfuture.com/reports/machine-vision-market-1510 
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2. European Market and Analysis for Vision 

System Lighting 
In comparison to Europe, Asia has a longer history of adopting machine vision lighting 

applications on production line for a very simple reason, Asia has been the manufacturing hub 

in the past decades, especially in the electrical, electronic products and low end, low cost 

consumer goods such as clothing, shoes and accessories.  With the buyer demand of lower 

price, the supplier can only squeeze their supplier and improve the overall production quality 

thereby improve yield rate. 

There are a few impacting factors when choosing the lighting source, and they are: 

- Environment (dark, bright, open or closed area) 

- Object material (e.g. metallic, glass, reflective or non-reflective, rugged or smooth, etc.) 

- Object Shape (e.g. flat, sphere, uneven, etc., and, square, rectangular, round, etc.) 

- Purpose (e.g. scanning, sorting, quality inspection, positioning, measurement, outline 

detection, specific shape or engraving detection, etc.) 

- Speed of object movement (e.g. baggage handling system in the airport or vegetable sorting 

line where objects are moving at different speeds) 

- Power applied (i.e. the power voltage that the lights are going to be applied on) 

- Background color of the inspection setting. 

2.1. Machine Vision Lighting Characteristic 

The difficulty, at the same time opportunity of the vision lighting industry is that so far not a 

single light can satisfy all requirements and the lights have certain life expectancy.  The LED 

light have a certain life expectancy and degradation phase depending on the LED quality, and 
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once the LED reach its peak, the brightness will gradually fade until completely die out.  The LED 

also depends on the power applied, the individual LED can easily burnt out if over power or 

power on maximum for too long.  However, many of the inspection requires strong brightness 

to detect things that are not visible to the naked eyes, therefore, shorter light life is expected.  

In Asia, a common safety design was introduced first by the Japanese, 12V power input as 

oppose to the 24V that are more common in US and Europe.  Some vision lighting supplier go 

even further whereby they put a maximum brightness control on their power control 

(otherwise known as dimmer) to limit the power output to prolong LED life. 

In Asia the more common application of machine vision includes following industries: 

1. process food industry 

2. electronic (3C) assembly 

3. semi-conductor companies 

4. pharmaceutical companies 

5.  medical equipment (that produces the pills) 

6. Auto industry 

7. Printing industry 

8. High precision metallic components 

From experiences in the biannual VISION show in Stuttgart Germany, the application of 

machine vision differs from Asia, there are few 3C or semi-conductor or chip companies that 

are very common in Taiwan, but more for automotive, medical and consumer goods such as 

furniture, textile, agricultural goods, construction material, space cleanness check…etc.  Fashion 
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brand owners would browse the show to find suitable lighting to apply in their textile plant 

around the world to improve end product quality, and this is uncommon, at least in Taiwan.  

Many Taiwanese textile company do not rely on machine vision to check their quality but on 

the low cost labors in South East Asia, such as the new textile hub in Cambodia, for 

manufacturing and quality check (see Figure 3 Textile Quality Inspection using Line Light for 

reference textile machine vision). 

 

Figure 3 Textile Quality Inspection using Line Light 

 

2.2. User Market in Europe 

According to a research released by McKinsey Research Institute in Feb. 2019 (Jacques Bughin, 

2019), European GDP generated from ICT is 1.66%, US is 3.33%, and China is 2.16%.  The 

spending per capita in ICT or digitalization in US is €220 per capita, in Italy is €3 per capita, the 

highest spending country in Europe is Sweden at €123 per capita.   By the time the report was 

released, only 6% of the European companies adopted smart robotics completely in their 

enterprise, 18% adopted for single function or single task only, and 21% are piloting in smart 

Source: (Sheldon, 2016) 
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robotics, meaning they are only getting to know about what smart robotics can benefit their 

company.  The EU commission noting the gap in ICT, digitalization, and AI of EU comparing to 

the US and China, has announce an €2.6 billion investment in the AI robotics development for 

development (R&D) companies based in the EU nations.  It is estimated by McKinsey that if 

Europe is to increase the AI adaptation in their industries to the equivalent level of US or China, 

they could add an additional €2.7 trillion output by 2030.   

In Northern Europe nations such as Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Netherlands where smart 

robotics have the highest adaptation rate in Europe, innovative application of machine vision in 

industries such as fishery is under intensive study and competition among the fish farms, to 

identify and eliminate fish with parasites thereby ensure high yield rate of each pool.  Scanning 

of agricultural produce after they are harvested to sort out the different sizes and shapes for 

grading purposes are common in the Mediterranean regions such as Spain, Italy and Greece.  

Medical equipment that produces tablets (pills) adopting machine vision are typically common 

in Italy.  Industrial product and construction material machines adopting machine vision are 

very common in Eastern European nations.  High precision required materials, such as medical 

vials, are more common in Germany.  The central European nation such as Germany’s 

adaptation in AI or smart robotics is not as common as the Nordic nations but more common 

than the Mediterranean nations and is the fastest growing in the AI or smart robotics 

adaptation rate in industries. 

European industries are gradually adopting machine vision but the technological development 

has not yet caught up with the demand, there are few suppliers able to satisfy the demand of 

the users and even fewer lighting suppliers.  Majority of the suppliers in Europe are what we 
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called system integrators whereby they develop camera or software and purchase lights from 

USA or Japan or China or Taiwan and sell it as their own brand.  The European culture, much 

the same as the Japanese, prefer not to deal with companies that does not have local 

representative offices, for communication and efficiency reasons, and therefore is willing to pay 

a “service fee” to the system integrators or trading companies.  Trading company differs from 

the system integrators, they will tell you that the lighting is not their own and typically carry 

different brands on their shelf.  It is not possible to list out the users of machine vision or its 

lightings due to the vast diversity of manufacturers in each European nations, but we can 

categorize the customers into three major types, quality inspection, sorting, and measurement 

and positioning.   

2.3. Quality Inspection 

The quality inspection type of application are, of course, looking to improve end product quality 

by screening out the defected or damaged products.  For example, metallic object engraving 

recognition for completeness, or print quality on PCBs, or medicinal tablets (pills) 

completeness.  The automotive industry is one of the earlier adopters to check the finishing for 

safety and quality of their vehicles, such as the weld and paint, even its logo quality.  On the 

contrary, mirror or monitors (display panel) that require smooth surface and look for defects 

such as hairline crack, scratch on the surface.  In the Mint, they would look for extremely high 

precision and quality inspection for very obvious reasons.  Furniture manufacturer, such as 

baby crib or dinner table, would look for different quality level, such as smooth finishing to 

ensure that they are safe and comfortable to be used by children and adults.  A canned food 

factory would check for different things, such as the tightness of the lids, the prints on the cans 
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such as its logo, design and expiry date.  A candy factory will look for the right color, shape and 

even size of the candies, and after wrapping, for its packaging quality.  A bread factory would 

look for shape completeness and of course, alien objects in the bread (see Figure 4 Bread factory 

using vision inspection for machine vision system at work in bread factory).  The level of quality 

inspection desired can be achieved by adopting different level quality of lights, and the 

combination of demands can be achieved by using different purpose lights or even combination 

of lights.   

 

Figure 4 Bread factory using vision inspection 

 

Source: Vision System Design (Carrol, 2018) 
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Figure 5 Canned food inspection 

2.4. Sorting 

The sorting type user are typically users that handles large amount of product on daily basis, 

and they would requires ID, shape, size or color recognition whereby the vision system is task to 

tell the machines where to send the product to, for example, the fruits and vegetable sorting 

system. It is very common for fruits and vegetable to be sorted by grade and be sell off at 

different price to different customers, and traditionally this is done by the humans during 

packaging step, but now they are done by machines.  The criteria of sorting can be color, shape 

or even size, and this can be achieved through different type of lighting.  What is interesting is 

the lighting used in the vision system are similar to those lighting that are used for indoor 

Source: Vision System Design Invalid source 
Source: (Wilson A. , 
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vegetable farms, the only difference are the light intensity and wavelength that are required by 

the different vegetables.  Other big users of the sorting system are the retailers, logistics, postal 

service, storage system (warehousing) and airport luggage handling system.  The machine 

recognized the product either through barcode or specific requirement in high speed 

movements and is then sent to different destinations.  Perfect example would be Amazon’s 

warehouses or any postal services such as UPS, FedEx, DHL, etc.  Another perfect example the 

unmanned warehouse or factory, where the product are first scanned to sort out where to 

store it and then pick up by machine when needed, the users of these type of  system includes 

online shop of the supermarkets or retailer.  (see Figure 6 What our naked eye see on a sorting 

system (left) and what does the machine vision see (right) for illustration of machine vision applied 

for sorting purpose). 

  

Figure 6 What our naked eye see on a sorting system (left) and what does the machine vision see (right) 

Source: VISION System Design: (Unknown, 
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Figure 7 Amazon Warehouse sorting and packaging system 

2.5. Measurement and Positioning 

Measurement and positioning application are typically used on production line during the 

processing phase, such as wood boards to be process into wooden door or wooden panel, 

metallic parts for carving or drilling, etc.  Referring backing to PCB industry, the PCB would first 

need to be printed before it reaches the quality inspection phase, this means the PCB 

production line would have visions located at different sections of the production line, first the 

production where they will measure and position before printing, then once it is done, the 

finished product will be sent to quality check vision after all other processing are completed.  

The same logic applied to other processing industry as well, vision system can appear more 

than once on a production line.  In the auto industry where the individual components are 

measured and worked on before sent off to be mounted together via robotic arms, whether it 

be by weld or nuts and bolts, the amount of robotic arms in an auto factory is enormous, and 

each robot would accompany vision system to “see” or recognize what they are programmed to 

Source: Business Insider  

Business Insider: (Corey Protin, 
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perform on.  Not only does robot and vision system revolutionized the auto industry by 

reducing cost in the long run, but more so by improving quality and eliminating human errors, 

not to mentioned they can run 24-7 without overtime cost and labor union complaints.  Low or 

high skill labor are, without a doubt, being replace by machines with the help of vision systems. 

 

Figure 8 Automotive part (Engine Block) are being scan to find defects 

Source: System Vision Design (Wilson A. , 2018)  
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Figure 9 Automotive automation production line 

How does this translate to lighting market in the vision system?  It is a huge market that is yet 

to be discovered by any consulting firm for simple reasons.  First and foremost is, countless 

industries in Europe has just begun the usage of machine visions, but often they discover the 

expensive vision system they purchase are not able to detect what they wanted to detect.  The 

reason behind it is, on the machine vision, the camera is fixed, software can be reprogrammed 

but without the light variation, you can only see simple adjustments of the image (shutter 

speed), with the light, the cameras can detect much more different criteria that it didn’t know 

existed.  As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the choices of lights can vary depending 

on your environment and criteria, you can have two or three or any number of light standing by 

for different purposes, all you need to do is dismount the light from the vision system by 

unscrewing a few nuts and bolts and replaces it with the light that suit your purpose.   Another 

reason is, there are too many industries adopting lighting in their vision system that is difficult 

for single consulting firm or organization to have a more accurate count. (see Figure 8 

Source: Gartner  (Franzosa, 2017) 
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Automotive part (Engine Block) are being scan to find defects and Figure 9 Automotive automation 

production line for application in auto industry) 

2.6. Supplier Market in Europe 

As of now, we are not able to identify any lighting manufacturer in Europe for vision systems, 

even in the machine vision sanctuary Stuttgart VISION show in Germany, only very few Asian 

and one American supplier attended.  The other so call supplier are either trading company or 

system integrators.  There are two major “suppliers” in Europe, one is located in Germany and 

they are trading company, the other located in Italy and they are system integrator.  There are 

few trading company but in much smaller scale located in different countries in Europe, but in 

recent years we are observing Singaporean and Malaysian trading companies setting up 

representative offices in Europe for continental customers.  It is foreseeable in near future 

manufacturer or suppliers of vision lighting will set up offices or manufacturing sites in Europe, 

due to the increase of user demand and market growth, with the help of increase labor cost in 

China and trade war between China and the USA, we see some manufacturer shifting back to 

Europe, at the same time, try to reduce cost by modernizing their production line, not to 

mention the cost it will save by not having to hire expensive European labor and face strong 

labor unions.  Germans started the idea of Industry 4.0, and with machine vision as one of its 

critical parts, will it help revolutionize and move production back to Europe and how will it 

impact the manufacturing hub of China? 
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2.7. Market Analysis 

Vision system is not a new idea but the application of lighting together with vision system for 

production line is fairly new idea that took place in recent decades, this means the 

technological development has not yet bloom to its fullest.  This means that the market is still 

full of opportunity for people (company) that are prepared to take it, companies with the right 

and sufficient research and development team with good knowledge grasp to cater different 

designs for different scenarios and industries.  In this chapter we will use the five forces analysis 

to look at the vision lighting market in Europe. 

2.7.1. Industry Rivalry 

The rivalry comes in two types, first is the manufacturers, and second is the system integrator 

and trading companies.  Main manufacturing players are from USA, Japan, China and Taiwan 

and each with distinct difference and strategy.  System integrator and trading companies are 

mainly European, Singaporean and Malaysian. Table 1 Competition Analysis will list our the 

unique selling point and threat of each player. 

Rival Unique Selling Point Threat 

Japanese - Expensive but high 

quality.   

- Main target audience are 

Japanese firms but is 

entering European 

market gradually with its 

European HQ in Belgium 

Strong  

(competing also for same 

group of customers, overlap) 
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- One of the pioneer in the 

vision lighting 

- Able to customize for 

customer 

- Able to provide total 

solution (camera, 

software and light) 

 

American - Medium price level and 

quality 

- Not only produces light 

but also camera and 

software 

- BIG and well known with 

strong presence 

internationally 

- Able to customize for 

customers but at high 

cost 

- Able to provide total 

solution (cameral, 

software and light) 

 

Low  

(not competing for the same 

group of customers) 

Chinese - Mostly low quality and 

low price but with some 

that has medium level 

quality at high price (in 

Europe) 

Strong  

(competing for same groups 

of customers) 
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- Large R&D team to copy 

the latest product in 

market 

- Slowly building up market 

in Europe but 

representative office is 

unclear whether 

established 

- Some are able to 

customize for customers 

- Some has team up with 

camera company and 

provide total solution 

 

Singaporean / Malaysian - Trading firm that sells all 

brands but strategize on 

brand distribution and 

with partnership with 

buyer.  (i.e. get exclusive 

distribution rights of 

different brands but only 

sells the brand that give 

them most profit which 

will indirectly killed off 

other brands) 

- No local representative 

office known in Europe 

yet 

Low  

(unsure whether will be able 

to survive in Europe while 

there are already local 

trading firms) 
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- Not able to do technical 

work 

 

Taiwanese - Mostly are manufacturers 

with different quality 

level but similar price 

level 

- No European presences 

other than through 

trading companies and 

system integrators 

- Small R&D team 

- Able to customize for 

customers 

- So far no local 

representative 

 

Depends  

(competing for same group 

of customer but no one 

made the first move to have 

local office) 

European - Strong local presence 

- More expensive than the 

manufactures  

- Not able to customize for 

customers 

- Some able to provide 

total solution (camera, 

software and light) 

- Preferred by many local 

user 

 

Low  

(not competing for same 

group of customers) 

Table 1 Competition Analysis 
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2.7.2. Threat of New Entrant 

The immediate threat of new entrant is low because of the scale and productivity.  Often what 

we see in new players are the R&D head or key person of a lighting company left their original 

company to starts their own and compete with the old.  This type of competition normally 

doesn’t end well because their design and client group are essentially the same, the winner is 

the customer where they will encourage price war between the two.  What the new entrants 

lacks are scale, whether it be the production side or financially.  Often the Taiwanese clients 

would not work with suppliers that is not able to mass produce and would set the payment 

terms for 3 month, and larger companies would even set it for 6 months, so it is quite hard for 

new comers to play with the giants.  The payment terms in Europe are much shorter, some 

would even pay before the product is shipped.   

The risk in the overseas shipping to Europe business is, if any batch of lights were damaged 

during shipping, which could very well happen due to the fragility of the lights, the cost of 

resending would be bear solely by the producers, and because of this, many local lighting firms 

are hesitant to ship overseas.  However, this type of risk is not stopping the Chinese 

manufacturer, their strategy is to go medium price but low quality and low cost, and once any 

damage or defect found, they will simply resend a new light free of charge.   

Lighting is not something that one can simply take a few courses from school and start to 

design and manufacture, the LEDs that are used in the vision system are different from the 

household LED in terms of color (spectrum) variation, intensity and the angle of the LED to be 

placed on the frame, these based very much from light and material knowledge, and past 
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experiences.  But it is possible to see new entrants, and one of the most potential new entrant 

in Europe could be the research team from universities with the funding from private firms or 

even governments.  We were already approached by a few research teams from European 

universities to share lighting design and material application for experience exchange.  These 

type of entrant would then lack focus and business sense in their design, they would design to a 

specific presumptions that may or may not be needed by the mainstream users. 

2.7.3. Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

The bargaining power of the suppliers is high, mainly for LED, which is the most critical 

component in the lighting system.  Designers of the lighting systems are still trying out different 

materials and designs, therefore the old school suppliers are still very much in demand and 

they are scarce.  For example, it is known in the market that the best quality LED is from 

America (Cree Inc.).  Cree originated from a University research team which later established 

Cree Research Inc. to focus on LED research and design.    

 

Figure 10 Founding members of Cree Research Inc. 

They introduced the world’s first blue LED in 1989 which brought shinning, flashing and easily 

manipulated display which revolutionized the billboard world.  The billboards since then can 

Source: (Inc., n.d.) 
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display what it was programed to and be replaced with the change of programs, not the 

physical billboard.  Nowadays, many users of vision lighting would request for Cree LED only 

and will not accept substitute.  This is because of high reliability and quality of LED they 

produced and their continuous improvement and innovation in the LED they produced.  On the 

other hand, Cree being the number one LED in the industry, will not sell their product to 

companies that they have not dealt with, therefore the new comers have to buy their LED 

through their local agents at higher price. 

 

Figure 11 First blue LED in the world produced by Cree Inc. 

For Taiwan lighting system manufacturers are consider luckier than the manufacturers of other 

countries due to our existing supply chain of machinery, components and electronic products, 

they are readily available in different clusters of industrial parks all throughout Taiwan.  The 

other suppliers of LED are no match to Cree in terms of quality and therefore have little 

bargaining power compare to Cree, often they try to “pretend” to be Cree LED by working with 

the trading companies or local distributors of Cree. 

Source: Cree Inc.: (Cree Inc., 1989) 
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2.7.4. Threat from Substitutes 

There are other forms of lighting system competing with LED type, such as halogen lights, but 

they come in much higher prices and less reliability.  As of now, we have not identify a strong 

substitute of the LED based lighting in vision systems, for cost and reliability reasons.  The 

threat from substitutes is low for now. 

2.7.5. Bargaining Power of Buyers 

Depending on where you are, the buyer bargaining power varies.  In Taiwan and China, 

bargaining power of buyers are high, very high, because when the buyers order lights, they 

order in large quantity, so large that for some European customer will only reach their annual 

order quantity in 30 years, at least.  Taiwan is known to be Apple or notebook or other 

electronic products manufacturer or design manufacturers, and every year one or more models 

will need to be mass produced, so each model would have more than one production line, and 

each production line would require new lighting systems.  Due to the price of lighting system 

comparing to the whole production line, the Taiwanese buyers often discard the lighting system 

every time they change their production models or products.  On the contrary, in Europe, the 

bargaining power of buyer is medium.  One would think that since there are few lighting system 

suppliers, the bargaining power would be high.  It is categorized as medium for following 

reasons:  

1. Europeans prefer to deal with suppliers that have local representative offices for 

justifiable reason 
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2. Chinese suppliers dump low quality products in Europe, and thus many European buyers 

will request for same or lower price and expect that Asian supplier to be of the same 

quality 

3. The Europeans buyers have higher integrity, meaning they will not easily disclose the 

price of their local suppliers, therefore it is hard for foreign supplier to offer the “market 

price” 

4. Chinese suppliers have introduced the longer payment terms to European buyers to 

increase their competitiveness against local and foreign competition.  

However, once the quality and service reaches their expected level, the European customers 

are more willing to accept less competitive price.   

 

 

Figure 12 Five Forces Model Analysis 

Industry 
Rivalry

Mixed (Strong 
and Medium)

Bargaining 
Power of 
Supplier

High

Threat of 
Substitute

Low

Bargaining 
Power of 

Buyer

Medium

Threat of 
New 

Entrants

Low
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3. Competition Analysis  

KSJ solutions (hereafter as KSJ) was established on October of 2018, a new born company 

that is a spinoff of an older sibling company, TJC Enterprise Ltd (hereafter as TJC).  When KSJ 

was established, its purpose was to serve overseas companies only, and all local Taiwanese 

customers completely handled by TJC Enterprise Ltd.  It was the decision after several 

discussions on how to bring a new player to international market, without the “Taiwanese 

brand” image, a brand new start with fluent English and matching service level to cater 

overseas market, especially Europe.  The difficulty with the Taiwanese or Greater China 

brand in the international market is that we have the image of easily compromise in price 

negotiation or we allow price bargain, accept flexible payment terms, and somehow inferior 

on the bargaining table.  Another reason is, we want to establish a company with “western” 

mentality so as to differentiate KSJ from competition in hope to gain more trust from the 

European market.  KSJ is in the machine vision lighting industry, mainly focusing on 

production line or quality inspection industry lighting.  Competition includes the lighting 

manufacturers, camera and/or software company that procure lights to sell total solution or 

lights only, and trading companies that does not produce anything.   

3.1. KSJ Introduction 

To the European market, KSJ is a newborn baby who only recently started to put products to 

European market under the name of KSJ, with dedicated team handling overseas customers.  

In the past, TJC supply lights to major SI companies, including the Italian company, but due 

to the request of becoming “brandless”, the cooperation remained on as need basis, if 

customer request to use KSJ lighting only.  In Europe, the price of KSJ is very competitive, as 

informed by European customers, and the quality match those of the others.  The biggest 
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advantage for KSJ in Europe is the ability and speed of customize design lightings for 

different industries.  The head of TJC R&D team who is also the owner of TJC was not a 

“proper and conventional” optics expert, he learnt through self-study and countless 

experiment in his parent’s garage and derived at a very different design concept than to 

those designers or companies who obtained their knowledge of optics through academic 

education.  His design is so unorthodox yet able to achieve what is not possible according to 

textbook, he was requested by the local government to lecture at universities to students 

and the lighting industry.  What had complemented his lighting designs was the ability of his 

first employee who does the lighting PCB design.  This PCB designer is both an electrical 

engineer and an artist, there are large supply of PCB designers in Taiwan but to have both 

ability is rare.  His PCB design are not only beautifully artistic and also very precise, so much 

so that competition ask TJC how is it done, because they have tried and tried to copy it but 

all failed, because of the fine detail that is not commonly seen or practice in electronics 

industry.   

There are times where the competition wanted to headhunt the head of R&D team and only 

to found that the owner is the head of R&D team.  One of the largest competition had 

approached and request to acquire TJC at below its value and of course was declined 

because not only due to price but also because the vision application in the different 

industries is only at sprouting stage and thus with very high potential and growth 

possibilities in the future.  There are some advantages being a Taiwanese firm located in 

Taiwan, and that is the industrial parks throughout Taiwan have complete supply chain from 

raw material supplier to processing to final assembly due to the very prosperous OEM and 

ODM industry, the down side to that is that the supply chain have exiting customers and Key 

Accounts, the vision customers are too small and not preferred because of the low demand, 
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that include all the processing service provider.  Because of the preexisting blessing and 

curse, being a smaller firm in the big industrial park.  

TJC made a bold move and invested heavily in the processing equipment, and is now the 

only lighting company in Taiwan able to handle all the core processing in-house.  This not 

only massively reduce the lead time and also allow different designs that the processing 

company are not willing to accept due to technical difficulty or lengthy time required.  As of 

now, TJC is still the only company in Taiwan able to promise to domestic customers a lead 

time of five working day as oppose to the 2 weeks offered by local and international 

competition.  Because of the ability to customize design, short lead time, and also because 

Taiwan have abundance of OEM/ODM companies, TJC is the preferred lighting supplier of 

several international brand owners.  In Europe, there are many major brands with machine 

vision demands in various industries, but even more number of mid to small scale 

companies that provides design or manufacture machine or components, especially in 

Germany.  These mid to small scale type of customers are not capable to place large orders 

and has high customizing demand but not able to pay for expensive “branded” lightings, 

short lead times, and they knowingly know they do not have the bargaining power when 

facing the big brands, they are willing to accept reasonable payment terms with little to no 

bargaining on price.   

3.2. Competition Introduction 

The lighting industry have few big fish in the pond and the pricings are not transparent at all, 

and so the “rumors” of competition price are circulated from the customers side or trading 

companies.  Normally after some years, the price will slowly and gradually become 

transparent, but the reason why the price of lighting industry in machine vision are not 

transparent is because the lighting users are from all walks of life, very different industries, 
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and there are little chance for them to interact and learnt about how much they paid for the 

lights.   

In the machine vision lighting market, there is one major lighting manufacturer from Japan, 

one from US, three from Taiwan and one from China.  There are actually more supplier in 

US, Taiwan and China but we will only discuss the most internationally active players in 

recent years.  What we learnt from customers is, the international market are largely 

dominated by the Japanese supplier and users are held hostage by the high price due to low 

visibility of other lighting suppliers in international market.  There has been Japanese and 

European vision lighting users approached KSJ and asked whether there are plans in setting 

up office in their country in near future because they need to find alternative and reliable 

lighting source.   

In the internal environment, often mid to smaller scale local Taiwanese engineering 

companies such as TJC and the competition does not give employee benefit similar to the 

level of the large companies, and due to the small vision lighting circle and scarcity of talents 

with vision lighting experience and knowledge.  Often the working environment and office 

location are not desirable to talents, especially to engineering staff, staff retention often 

became challenging factor.  KSJ, like many of mid-size firm, is located in an industrial park 

area in Taoyuan city, a very undesirable location for lighting engineer but with abundance of 

front line labors available to hop from one company to the other.  In order to ensure we 

attract the right engineers, and retain the front line labors, TJC upgraded the working 

environment, including assembly line and processing area, to have full time air conditioning, 

air purifier, pantry full of desert and soft drinks with annual bonus more attractive 

comparing to others.  Annually all employee are entitle to company outing, and destination 
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are voted by employees, and often ends up in overseas resorts.  External technical training 

and qualification are encouraged and paid for by the company with pre-approval.  Up till 

now, we have low turnover rate, several employees started in the company the same time 

the company started operation, and this has ensure a very consistent lead time and quality 

in our deliverables.    

In this chapter, we will list out the strength and weakness of each of the competition named 

above.  The analysis will allocate score to each of the category (strength) identify from 1 to 

5, 1 being the lowest and 5 the highest.  The category as follows: 

1. Brand awareness 

2. Brand image 

3. Local representation 

4. Price 

5. Product quality 

6. Scale (of company) 

7. Willingness to sell abroad  

3.2.1. Japan 

The Japanese lighting company is the most well known in the industry, in terms of prices, 

scale and quality, they are high end, can mass produce and is very expensive, even for 

European.  They do not yet have local representative offices in major countries in EU, so far 

they only set up office in Belgium, the European hub for Japanese firms.  In terms of 

corporate web page, it is a practical but not beautiful page or user friendly but we can tell it 

is not intended to be the main attraction for new customers.  They do have their product 

circulated in the different trading companies but because of the local European presence, 
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often customers still approach them directly.  They are almost always visible in major vision 

shows with very Japanese type of booth, large, plain but clean design with many Japanese 

sales and senior managements, little local staff.  Traditionally they are known to be the 

pioneer of machine vision lighting, but recently the industry has heard that some major 

customers have turn their heads to other smaller suppliers because the Japanese is not able 

to customize and design to buyer expectation.  The biggest weakness of this company when 

face competition would be their price, because not all customers require such high precision 

or quality for their line of work, and not all buyer can afford it at that price, especially when 

large quantity of lights are needed.  Figure 13 Analysis of the Japanese firm is shown below for 

the subjective ranking on all seven indicators. 

 

Figure 13 Analysis of the Japanese firm 
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3.2.2. USA 

The American firm is most well known to be most active in partnering with international 

giant corporation production lines, also very active in participating all major vision shows 

and fairs, with well design and well communicated webpage to attract old and new 

customers and easy access to information needed.  Aggressive and persistent marketing and 

sales style.  Quality level is defined as medium and main application are for products that 

does not require very high precision, and the price is medium.  Typically they are known to 

be the total solution provider, and not selling bits and pieces of different components within 

a vision system. Figure 14 Analysis of the American firm is shown below for the subjective 

ranking on all seven indicators. 

 

Figure 14 Analysis of the American firm 

3.2.3. Italian 

The Italian company is a high end camera manufacturer, they procure lower cost lights from 

Asia and resale under their own brand, sometimes together as part of their vision system.  
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They have representative offices in the major user locations, Europe (Italy, Germany), USA, 

Japan, Korea, China and Taiwan.  Their office located in Taiwan is in charge of not only 

Taiwanese market but also the region of Southeast Asia.  The marketing and sales is not as 

strong as the American but much more aggressive compare to Taiwanese and Chinese 

suppliers.  This company, in terms of scale and competition are very much competing in the 

same territory with the Japanese where they both target mid to small scale customers, not 

major production lines (i.e. automotive production line worldwide), and they both sell parts 

and components at much higher price comparing to the smaller scale suppliers.  The Italian 

is strong in their camera design and the Japanese is strong in their lighting, and they are 

both strong and aggressive brand owners, this means, they are not willing to succumb to 

one another, yet they sometime still need one another’s product, if requested by customer.  

As lighting is one of the core component in machine vision, and the more cost efficient 

source in improving vision image quality as oppose to software and camera, this company 

still struggles to find a sufficient level of quality lighting company that is willing to become 

their “silent” lighting partner. Figure 15 Analysis of the Italian firm is shown below for the 

subjective ranking on all seven indicators. 
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Figure 15 Analysis of the Italian firm 

3.2.4. Taiwan A 

Company A is a young lighting company, its owner is known for his strength of dimmer 

design and quality.  Dimmer is also known as the power controller that provide power input 

to the lights and also to act as power stabilizer to protect the lights, at the same time able to 

adjust light intensity.  Dimmer comes in different forms and functions, some are wired while 

others can be wireless, some with multiple ports able to control multiple number of lights at 

the same time, some dimmer will be able to control intensity of lights on different parts of 

the lights.  All lighting company will provide dimmer, either from partner or in-house design 

and manufacture dimmer, and it is an essential part of the lighting system.  The strength of 

company A is the ability to built dimmers that can be used by lights from anyone, and not all 

dimmer product in the market is able to do so.   

Company A in the past only manufacture dimmers and only in recent years enter the realm 

of lighting and thus have limited experience in manufacturing lights, their main strategy is to 
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copy lights from competition, but the light quality is known to be unstable.  Company A and 

the other companies from Taiwan, including KSJ, lacks effort in brand image building and 

marketing effort, and this is typical of Taiwanese medium size companies.  However, 

company A, like KSJ, is willing to participate in international vision shows to expose brand 

and products.  Often KSJ and company A will attend same shows and fairs.  Figure 16 Analysis 

of Company A is shown below for the subjective ranking on all seven indicators. 

 

 

Figure 16 Analysis of Company A 

3.2.5. Taiwan B 

Company B is one of the first and the longest surviving lighting firm who started their 

business by copying designs from the Japanese, same as everyone else.  At the moment, in 

terms of scale and organization completeness, company B match KSJ, also in terms of 

quality and pricing, the main difference would be its willingness and lack of effort to sell to 

the western market.  They are rarely seen in international shows or fairs, but are active in 
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Taiwan.  Although their lighting quality, in the market is known to be the same level as KSJ, 

but they lack the flexibility of the customize design service.  Their lighting durability is also 

known to be slightly inferior to those of KSJ’s due to the different investment done by 

company B and KSJ.  One of the pain that all lighting company suffers from is the processing 

cost and lead time of the light casing.  The casing of the lights are metal (iron or aluminum) 

but the quantity of light casing to be process for any lighting company will never be big 

enough for a processing company (with CNC machines) to treat as priority, so often the 

lighting company have to pay much higher price and sometimes end up not able to meet 

their promised lead time.  Due to this reason, KSJ’s sibling firm invested in 2 CNC machines 

of different size and purpose to process the casing in-house and therefore is able to achieve 

short lead time and flexible design that other lighting firm cannot match. 

In the past company B went and set up a representative office in China but very recently has 

closed it down, only survived more or less 2 years in China, unable to compete with 

domestic low price and low quality product.  In Europe, company B brand awareness is 

almost nonexistence due to the lack of effort or attempt in marketing in that market, quite 

the contrary situation in Asia.  If company B decides to go abroad and is willing to add R&D 

personnel, they would be the biggest competition of KSJ with overlapping target audience.  

Figure 17 Analysis of Company B is shown below for the subjective ranking on all seven 

indicators. 
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Figure 17 Analysis of Company B 

3.2.6. China 

The Chinese company is the most well-known in Asia for fast delivery and low price, low 

quality supplier of lighting system, however, it was found that their strategy for Europe is 

not low price.  Their policy for when customer received a defected product or fail product 

within warranty period, they will simply resend a brand new light as replacement without 

cost.  Organizationally, they are the largest in number, with near 100 R&D engineer working 

on light and dimmer designs.  They are not known for innovative designs but for reverse 

engineering.  In terms of aggressiveness, they are as aggressive as any Chinese firm 

determined to enter foreign market, strong and fast with budget for effective marketing 

campaign.  It is clear that they target clients that does not require high precision or 

durability, which can be a lot in Europe as many machines are sold from.  The lighting part is 

only a component in the machine or production line, so often the users end will replace the 

lighting or vision system after they found the one mount on their purchase machine are 

insufficient.  Much like the cars that we purchase from the dealership, even high end 
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German cars, they would only provide the cheap tires and other none safety related 

components, and owners who cares would replace those components before the car hit the 

road, at their own cost.  Figure 18 Analysis of the Chinese firm is shown below for the 

subjective ranking on all seven indicators. 

 

Figure 18 Analysis of the Chinese firm 

Table 2 Competition analysis summary summarizes the ranking evaluated based on company 

website, physical activeness (trade shows), customer feedbacks and industry common 

understanding: 
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Local 

Representation 

4 5 2 2 1 2 5 

Price 1 3 5 5 5 4 2 

Product 

Quality 

5 3 5 3 3 3 4 

Scale 4 5 3 3 3 5 4 

Willingness to 

sell abroad 

5 5 5 5 3 5 5 

Table 2 Competition analysis summary 

(*) System Integrator 

3.3. Strength and Weakness and KSJ 

From the radar analysis done above we can see the strength of KSJ is innovation, product 

quality and price, as compare to the big players (Italian, American and the Japanese), but 

when facing the companies of the same size, only the product quality and the ability to 

innovate stands out and price is no longer its strength.  The weakness of KSJ is its brand 

awareness (visibility), scale and local representation (channels) when facing the big players 

but the players in the same scale seems to face the same problem.  If KSJ target the big 

players whom are already well established in European market, as their main competition, it 

means focusing on keeping its strengths which is quality, price and innovation ability but at 

the same time improve its brand awareness through local channels would bring KSJ 

somewhat more attractive to the buyers.  When facing the competition of the same scale, 

by keeping the quality and innovation ability and at the same time improve brand 

awareness through local channels may bring KSJ ahead of these competitions.  
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4. Strategy Analysis 
 

As of today, the big players in European lighting industry still remain the Japanese, American 

and the Italian, but since recent years we see Asian lighting suppliers are creeping onshore.  

This means the strategy will have to change in response to the new players in town.  In 

Chapter 3 we did our competition analysis on each of the 6 major vision lighting players and 

based on the result, in this chapter we will look into the sales penetration strategy for KSJ, 

considering their strength and weakness and derived at one or more proposals.  In each 

proposal will identify potential risk, challenge and opportunities of each proposal.  First by 

summarizing each of the seven key indicators used in chapter 3, followed by the comparison 

of each indicator between KSJ and the competition, then identify who competes in the same 

turf, and finally the proposed strategy. 

4.1. Brand Awareness 

The first indicator was brand awareness because, one would have no business if you were 

not known to be existed.  With support from technology, if you have a very professional 

appearance website also helped but once communication starts, buyers may be surprised by 

the cultural shock, the different way how business are dealt in east and west.  Recently in 

the email from CEO of Tesla to his employees announced that they are planning to close all 

shops and have the vehicle orders placed purely on the internet because 78% of all their 

orders of Model 3 were placed online, and 82% of buyers purchase the car before test driving 

it.  By closing retail stores can reduce as much as 6% costs that can be either placed in design 

fee or deducted off selling price (Isidore, 2019).  Although this has caused quite a stir in Asia 

but you can see that in the western world, customer has become familiar and trust the 
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brand and quality of Tesla, thus they are willing to place order without physically test or 

touch the vehicle first.  For that to happen to other brands, one’s brand must be known and 

trusted before this can be realized in large scale.  In the vision lighting industry in Europe, 

generally the foreign brands are barely known, but once new brands with ability to design 

and manufacture is made known in Europe, the first to be threaten would be the Italian firm 

as they will not be able to compete in terms of price and innovation.  It is predicted that the 

Japanese’s position will remain as the top brand for a few years due to the high quality 

image it built and imprinted on the users in Europe over the years.  From experience, the 

buyers in Europe does look for alternative away from the Italian as they are less expensive 

than the Japanese but are more willing to deal with new supplier if they are located in 

Europe, only few are daring enough to try new foreign brands who does not have European 

representation.   

From Figure 19 Brand Awareness Comparison, we can see that the Japanese is competing with 

the Italian and Americans, but in reality, just the Italian because the Japanese does not 

actively go after the big iconic customers of the Americans.  Japanese is most know for the 

expensive lights, even the Japanese buyers complaint they are too expensive but still 

preferred because of trust and cultural dependency.    The Chinese and the Taiwanese, 

including KSJ, are at the moment fighting in the same turf with similar development except 

Chinese.  The Chinese firm are willing to allocate certain budget to ensure they make 

themselves known in the market, whether this was done as a strategy intentionally or 

unintentionally, but marketing has always been the weakness of majority of Taiwanese firms 

where we are reluctant to spend money on what we do not see immediate return.  Perhaps 

due to this nature, even our multinational firms are also not as active as firms of other 

nations, marketing-wise, and brand are less known.  The challenge in raising brand 
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awareness is, it cost money and may require talent that does not exist in the current 

organizational set up.  Another challenge for Taiwanese firm is, it has always been our 

weakness in recognizing the importance of brand awareness, and believe that good product 

will sell, but we often forget that good product that are not made known is equivalent to no 

product because nobody knows that it exist.  Figure 19 Brand Awareness Comparison shows 

the brand awareness score of each firm. 

 

Figure 19 Brand Awareness Comparison 

 

4.2. Innovation 

Innovation is a straightforward indicator, “do you provide customize design to customers of 

all scale?”  Often these design are time consuming therefore very costly, and companies 

that mass produce are less willing to provide such service to smaller scale customers with 

small orders.  Due to this reason, we can safely say the American and the Italian are not in 

competition with Chinese, Taiwanese and the Japanese.  The Italians do not provide design 
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services at all, and the American does not provide customize design unless there is a large 

order behind it, therefore they are have lower score in this category.  The Japanese and KSJ 

takes on almost all requests with difference in price, naturally the Japanese ask for higher 

price.  The Chinese and Company A & B all provide customize design but company A have 

small R&D team, company B has the R&D team but has not known for taking in customize 

orders, and the Chinese firm are considered younger to lighting design with requests mainly 

limited to their local industries and therefore less accumulated experiences from all 

industries.   

Two major indicator that will be able to distinguish the lighting suppliers, whether you play 

with the big firms or the small firms, and that is innovation and scale.  How are you able to 

cater the need of your customer and whether you can mass produce for big players?  A 

simple golden rule, never accept orders beyond your production capability, aim for 

customers in your own rank, so as not to waste sales effort and fail your customers.  What is 

very interesting is, the Chinese firm has rolled out their strategy in Taiwan to be low price, 

and even lower price than China domestic customers, we even have Chinese customers 

asking Taiwanese trading firm to help them purchase from their representative office in 

Taiwan for better pricing.  They wish to wipe out their most direct competition in the same 

rank, by price war.  The price war will work in Taiwan and China because many buyers in this 

culture and industry care more about price rather than quality.  Only those buyers with 

request from their client to use specific brand or with high precision demand or 

customization demand, will they start to look at quality issue.   

The risk of having innovation services is, it is time consuming and the price often does not 

equal to the efforts that you put in, and your R&D team will be tied up with one or two 
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projects, unless you have a very large R&D team, otherwise the other regular product 

development will be interrupted.  What’s more, the production of special R&D product 

often require more time and effort in manufacturing (e.g. additional structural processing, 

special LED angle, distance and arrangement, etc.) and therefore and therefore, unless one 

has large enough R&D team and production capacity, otherwise should think strategically 

which customer group will be main.  Figure 20 Innovation Comparison shows the scores of 

each firm in this indicator.  

 

Figure 20 Innovation Comparison 

 

4.3. Local Representation 

This indicator look at your distribution channel, how does your products reach European 

market either through trading firm, SI firm or directly from own firm, and how convenient is 

it for customers to reach you and receive their purchased product.  From the competition 

analysis in Chapter 3, it is quite clear that it’s either you got local representation or you 
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don’t, and the ones that don’t either have minimal sales activity locally or have activity via 

partners such as SI or trading firm.  Italians and American not only have stronger brand 

awareness but also have local representative offices in different locations in Europe.  

Japanese firm although can conveniently purchase their product from the website but the 

physical office still limited to Belgium office in Europe.  As for KSJ, Company A and the 

Chinese, all have active clients in Europe but lacks local representative office.  Company B 

simply do not have any office nor active in European marketing activities.  This indicator is 

part of the competition landscape analysis because letting potential customers know of your 

company’s presences, capability is as equally important as the convenience for the potential 

customers to reach you and place order, as well as receiving the product they purchased.  

What is also very important is the after sales service, either maintenance or technical 

consultation.   

Often a product require after service such as replace, repair and modification, especially for 

new customers that are new to your design and product.  As a supplier, the willingness to 

enter European market or any market, should be to set up local representative office or find 

a local or regional distribution partner to satisfy the needs mentioned above, enable easy 

access for the customers and convenience of after sales service.  The risk of not having local 

representation is of course the risk of not able to reach certain customer group who have 

strong preference in local representative office and not able to keep up to date to the local 

market demand and development.  On the contrary, the unknown potentials when you have 

a local office.  The challenge is of course having the budget to set up a foreign 

representative office without knowing the return of investment, and to relocate someone 

you trust in to develop the market or to hire locally.  Another challenge for foreign firm to 

set up office in Europe is dealing with the unfamiliar local law and the strong labour unions 
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that does not exist in majority of Asian nations.  As a new comer foreign firm that are not a 

large enough, often we have difficulty in acquiring the talent that meets our demand or 

requirement, this is true not only in foreign countries but also in home country.  Figure 21 

Local Representation Indicator shows the scores of each firm in this indicator. 

 

Figure 21 Local Representation Indicator 

4.4. Price 

The European market, and majority of all other markets, are price sensitive, especially on 

products that are not solely and exclusively owned by one or very few suppliers, naturally 

price becomes an important indicator in the competition analysis in chapter 3 because it is 

important as well for majority of the vision lighting customer groups.  At this point in time, 

due to scarcity of the vision lighting supplier in Europe, price is not yet the most attractive 

factor for majority of the users, local representation and innovation is still the top attractive 

factors due to the diversity of the local industries and far too many reasons that would 

require after sales service, although not necessary to be done locally, but nevertheless, still 
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somehow comforts the users when they know help is nearby.  In the vision lighting industry, 

the price is not always transparent due to the little and uneven competition landscape 

globally, this means the price you pay does not always equals to the quality you get, and 

depending on the market that you are in, you may receive the same product at very 

different price.  Some price difference are due to price war for strategic reasons, some are 

simply due to lack of competition.   

Although price war has not yet reach Europe but it is inevitable in the future once more 

suppliers establish themselves on the continent.  It is foresee that the customise market will 

not be affected by the price war because it will not be easy for the foreign lighting supplier 

to move the R&D team to Europe, and from experience, customized design often face 

communication problem the engineers are not able to communicate face to face, otherwise 

the communication time becomes lengthy and often cause misunderstandings due to 

language barrier. The price indicator appears in the paper to see how well each company is 

prepared when price war hits the market and to reflect the risk of reacting to the price war 

once it starts.  The challenge in this is of course, cost.  By inherent nature, the costs 

(operation, investment, etc.) differ in different countries, and ones that can have high 

quality talent at reasonable price has advantage, and Taiwan as one of the early developer 

in vision lighting with very reasonable talent cost has good advantage in comparison to the 

other nations.  Figure 22 Prince Indicator shows the scores of each firm in this indicator. 
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Figure 22 Prince Indicator 

4.5. Product Quality 

Due to the little competitions in vision lighting industry, the circle of vision lighting is small, 

and news travel fast in this small circle.  Fail products, poor quality, low performance, short 

product life, news travel fast in the industry and the bad news tend to travel faster than the 

good.  European market is new, lighting suppliers, except Japanese and Italian, are almost 

unknown to the buyers in Europe.  By quality, the lighting industry look at how long the light 

remain in its peak intensity, usage life and evenness, however, the concept of “quality” need 

to be further clarified.  The product “quality” definition and requirement should also 

depends on the user because the light that is applied in 24-7 manufacture line and require 

high lighting intensity as oppose to the users that does not require high intensity and does 

not mass produce.  Users that use vision lighting on microchip inspection as oppose to the 

potato chip inspections.  The glass beer bottle inspection as oppose to the vaccination glass 

vessel inspection.  The car assembly line as oppose to the cookie tin box assembly line.  

Often firms with very strong R&D team in the driver seat or with owners as R&D or 
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engineers tend to overstress the idea of quality and provide an even high quality product 

that may not be required by all their users, and therefore create an unnecessary cost 

burden for some of the users.    

Under normal condition we would think the price and quality would have very strong 

correlation, but in the lighting industry it is not always the case from the eyes of the lighting 

suppliers.  We mentioned all throughout this paper that the vision lighting circle is small, 

there are few competition but the situation is very different on the customer side.   

The users of the vision lighting, literally, comes from all walks of life.  From the experience of 

KSJ alone, there are food, agriculture, material, medical, pharmaceutical, automotive, 

electrical and electronics, machinery, media, assembly, manufacturing, etc., and in each of 

these industry, the different levels of supply chain.  These industries are not typically linked 

to one another, meaning, the unrelated industries are rather isolated from one another, and 

information does not flow from one to the other.  What we see very often are, the lower 

grade light of one industry are sufficient and considered high quality in another industry.  If 

the requirement and other information from the different industries would somehow be 

integrated and shared, this would be revolutionary and speed up the market maturity, 

technological advancement and price transparency.  In general, the lighting companies 

mentioned here are of a certain quality level and scale.  The Japanese and KSJ are the ones 

that are known in the industry for over engineering and strong quality.  

The general accepted life expectancy of the lights range from six month to twelve months, 

but KSJ have customers returning after two years because the lights worked fine for the two 

whole years, and only after two years when the customer experience intensity degradation 

did they return for replacement.  As for the Italian, they carry products from all the 
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mentioned firm here, except American product, and therefore they have a slight higher 

ranking due to their different quality range.  The product quality can be a double edge 

sword, depending on the industry that you are in.  Over engineering which resulted in 

higher price will not only push some customers away but also cause a waste in the 

resources.  Figure 23 Product Quality Indicator shows the scores of each firm in this indicator. 

 

Figure 23 Product Quality Indicator 

4.6. Scale 

Why is scale indicator included in the paper when it is not necessary the key success factor if 

the company is not targeting large scale customers.  It is chosen to be one of the indicator to 

mainly separate the different category of competition among the vision lighting suppliers.  It 

is risky if you are adjusting your strategy to target competition who are not even competing 

after your customer groups or in your same rank.  There is no need to waste effort and 

create fake enemy for unnecessary cause.  As mentioned earlier in the paper that one 

should know where one belong and only accept orders that is suitable to your company’s 
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capability and capacity, golden rule number one.  Chinese firm can, without a doubt, mass 

produce and customise at the same time, catering different group of customers in terms of 

capacity, the sheer number of R&D and manufacturing team outnumber all their Asian 

competitions.   

The Americans is very clear on their target client group either through their website or 

marketing campaigns, focus on large scale manufacturers, although they do sell to small 

firms, but small firms should not expect to receive equal attention from them as them to the 

large auto manufacturers.  The remaining five suppliers are more or less the same scale 

except Japanese would be the largest manufacturer among the four lighting manufactures.  

The three Taiwanese firms are more or less the same scale in terms of scale.  There are no 

risk in terms of large or smaller scale because it simply separate you from the large scale 

customers, but one will be able to see clearly which kind of customers should we focus on.  

Figure 24 Scale Indicator shows the scores of each firm in this indicator. 

 

Figure 24 Scale Indicator 
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4.7. Willingness to Sell Abroad 

As silly as this may sound, but willingness to sell abroad is certainly a key indicator for 

foreign firms to enter the European companies.  Who would not be interested to sell 

abroad, one might ask, but willingness accompanies motivation to act, to set up offices 

abroad, to take the initiatives to approach the European clients, to step out of our comfort 

zone and think how to interact and sell into European markets, the shipping procedures, 

insurances that accompanies the shipment, to add English on your website etc., all those 

additional efforts required to improve “shopping experience” for your foreign customers 

and ensure that these shopping experience will encourage them to return and thus increase 

the customer loyalty.  This is done through observing website, interaction with European 

customers and attendance in international vision shows, and all our identified candidates in 

this paper shows high interests except for Company B, where we do not see them taking 

strong or aggressive initiatives to sell abroad.   Risk of having the willingness but not the 

motivation to sell abroad is of course, risk of not able to control your market expansion.  

Company B has been depend on SI or trading firms to sell abroad, not only European 

market, also to South East Asian customers.  Figure 25 Willingness to Sell Abroad shows the 

scores of each firm in this indicator. 
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Figure 25 Willingness to Sell Abroad 

4.8. Strategies 

The following section will be to discuss in the strategy of how KSJ can successfully enter 

European market while minimising risks and maximise opportunities and success.   Before 

we start to discuss on strategy, first we will identify the different targets that will trigger 

different strategies, whether to have the largest market share in the market, to become the 

most well-known of innovators, to be able to cater and play with the large customers, or 

simply to establish a stable market and grow slowly and steadily.   From looking at indicators 

and the strength of each firm, the American firm is not in direct competition with any of the 

named companies in this paper, therefore will not be considered.  From source, it does not 

appear that the Italian firm is preparing to step into the lighting industry other than acting 

as a “middleman”, therefore will not be touched on.  The Japanese seems to be in the 

leading position to the remaining four companies and is most threaten if any of the four 

firm decides to set up offices in Europe, therefore will remain in the strategy discussion as 

the “target”.  From the four companies that are identified in this paper, namely KSJ, 
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Company A, B, and the Chinese, we will not consider company B because they show little 

signs of willingness to sell abroad.   

4.8.1. Strategy of Chinese  

We will first look at the strength and current strategy of each firm, starting with Chinese.  

The Chinese strategy in Europe is surprisingly not price war.  They sell at much higher price, 

comparing their domestic price or their price in Taiwan, but they kept the same service 

quality, which is, any defected product will be immediately replaced by another brand new 

replacement.  They have not yet set up office in Europe, and this is to a certain extend 

surprising, this also means, they are not yet ready to send their good resources abroad.   We 

do not see visible attempts to improve the basic product quality, however, they do show 

signs of speeding up in the innovation (R&D) development.  It has appear that they target 

the industries that does not require long product life or high precision, and therefore it 

could be in the ID (e.g. barcode scanning) or sorting machinery such as the Amazon 

warehouse, the Alibaba warehouse, the retail distribution hubs, airport luggage handling 

system, etc., and not in the high precision required industry such as electronic and 

pharmaceutical, etc.  The short product life means the light will not be welcomed in the 

routine production/scanning/sorting/assembly lines, such as food processing, material 

measuring, but will not be an issue in productions lines that will not have the same product 

in production for more than one year (e.g. mobile phone, laptop, consumer 3C product that 

have more than 2 models each year, because each model may have different specification 

and different sizes and different requirement, and therefore the same lights may not be 

applicable to the other models/products.   

The advantage of this strategy in European market is, European have comparing to Asia, 

smaller 3C production, and majority of their industries are unlike the fast changing 3C 
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industry that require frequent change in vision system or the production line.  The 

disadvantage to this is, the Chinese firm’s light have relatively shorter product life and this 

could be a problem for customers with routine production line.  Their advantage is their 

comparatively lower price will attract all sorts of customers at the beginning, and the 

unsuitable users will naturally find their way to other suppliers.  Unless the product life can 

be improved, otherwise this can be a shortcoming of the product in this market and culture. 

4.8.2. Strategy of Company A 

Company A, started as a dimmer (power supply) company and only in very recent years 

have they step into the lighting market to provide total solution to customers, still on their 

webpage dimmer is the main product they carry.  The price they offer are slightly lower than 

the other Taiwanese brand but not lower than the Chinese brand, and quality is sometimes 

lower than the Chinese brand because their strength is in dimmer and not light design.  

Their dimmer is one of the most expensive and highest quality in the market.  Although they 

are not strong in lighting design but they are very aggressive in entering the lighting market 

and participate in major vision shows showing mainly their light products.  It is not yet clear 

what their strategy in Europe is but at least they have taken the initiative to attend vision 

shows and approach customers proactively.  Dimmer is a standalone product, meaning it 

can be purchased separately from light, and customers are free to choose the most suitable 

light and dimmer from difference source in the market.   Dimmer also does not pick lights, 

this means, as long as the voltage is correct, it can be used with any combination of lights.  

The upside is, customers can chose lights from Company A but the down side is, customers 

do not need to purchase lights from them and lights are the product that change depending 

on the inspection object.  This could be a potential reason why Company A decided to step 

into the lighting market.  As a strategy, Company A can team up with a strong light supplier 
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to ensure stable income from the dimmer, on the contrary, any lighting firm can work with 

company A to strengthen their total solution.   

4.8.3. Strategy of KSJ 

KSJ, started as a lighting company after Company B, the product category  with dimmer but 

the dimmer is not as strong as Company A, and has never tried to proactively work with 

company A or any other company.  TJC have one of the largest lighting R&D team in Taiwan, 

very well known to be very “engineering” character, that translate into, not easy to work 

with but good and pricy quality.  KSJ was formed in mid-2018 to focus on foreign market 

only and therefore the design and set up has always surrounded preferences and behaviour 

of European clients.  Why selected Europe as the first market to focus on because Europe 

has a very diverse industry groups, a good mix, and the desire for quality and durability is in 

their nature, and this matches the design and work ethics of KSJ.  In a market as diverse as 

Europe, it is hard for any company to take all, because the product of each lighting firm have 

its strength and weakness, and thus less fierce competition is expected as compare to 

Taiwan.   

South East Asia is another big market but the manufacturing industries are very 

concentrated in low skill or highly automated industries, and in these industries cost is often 

the biggest concern, thus not seen as the top priority for KSJ.  The biggest cost of KSJ is R&D, 

followed by raw material and then human resources, operation.  The biggest advantage of 

KSJ is the in house CNC processing which most of the lighting suppliers do not have in house 

due to the large equipment investment.  Because of this investment, KSJ is able to provide 

designs that other company are not able to, and with the lead time guaranteed and 

precision and quality that others are not able to.  Special design experts were hired to only 

focus on raw material processing, such as structure design, drawing, handled, and these all 
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form part of the costs which had led to KSJ’s higher price and quality reputation in the 

market.  In Taiwan, TJC is never the first choice to customers unless there are certain 

precision or design not achievable by other suppliers.  Often TJC are the preferred supplier 

of international brand owners because of the quality reason, but these international brands 

often ask for very large quantity in very low price and therefore are not seen as the best 

kind of customer.  This is another reason why KSJ was formed to target overseas market, 

with Europe as priority. 

The three companies each have their strength but in order to survive and succeed in 

European market, from looking at the analysis in chapter three and the threat and 

opportunities of this chapter, we see that local representation and brad awareness go hand 

in hand equally important, and product quality are in relation to price but not always and at 

this moment price is not yet the top priority for European market.  Scale and willingness to 

go abroad does not seem to be the issue at the moment for KSJ and competition in the 

same rank.  From the perspective of KSJ, brand awareness and local representation score is 

too low and need to be improved, but so does Company A and Chinese firm.  The main 

priority of the strategy is, how to move faster in entering European market and avoid direct 

competition with both competitions, either to differentiate customer groups through our 

different strengths or to form partnership.  For KSJ, the following strategies appear to be the 

most probable: 

1. To form alliance with Company A to created win win, where KSJ can provide high 

quality lights and Company A to provide  high quality dimmer 

2. To establish local representative office in Europe and team up with Company A 

3. To establish local representative office in Europe without any alliances 
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The above mentioned 3 strategies will be further looked at through SWOT analysis. 

 

Option 1: Form alliance with Company A 

This option intend to form partnership with company A in Taiwan, mainly for its dimmer, 

and to sell to European customers together with the best light and dimmer combination 

available in Taiwan.  By forming an alliance with company A will potentially eliminate the 

direct competition between the two and to improve the overall solution provided to 

customers, at the same time KSJ will have a good chance to learn more about Company A’s 

product through customer feedback and usage.  The weakness in this option is, the price 

may go up and both parties still lack European channels and knowledge about the market.  

The opportunities in this option will allow KSJ to immediately eliminate the competition and 

allow KSJ to be in contact with customers that aim for high quality total solution.  The threat 

in this option is that, if others decided to move onshore Europe and set up office, both KSJ 

and Company A will lose the opportunity to have close encounter with local customers.   

 

Strength

1. improve overall total solution quality for 
customers that requires higher solution quality

2. learn more about Company A's strength

Weakness

1. the overall price will increase

2. still lack European channels

Oppurtunity

1. able to target client group looking for high 
quality total solution

2. Reduce a direct competition

Threat

1. if others set up office in EU, we both will lose 
oppurtunity

2. if Company A product fail, will impact KSJ 
image

SWOT
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Option 2: Establish local representative office in Europe and team up with Company A 

This option takes the partnership with Company A a step further to set up office in Europe 

either together or KSJ as representative and acting also as agent for Company A.  This option 

has all the benefit of option 1 and eliminated the lack of European channel weakness but 

comes with new weakness, which is the offer price to customers will increase due to the 

additional operational costs, and this could in fact reduce the competitive advantage of KSJ, 

which is price.  The additional option in this opportunity is more direct access and exposure 

to the local European market.  The new threat is that KSJ, once office is set up onshore, will 

face and be bound by the unfamiliar European rules and regulations.   

  

 

Option 3:  Establish local representative office in Europe without any alliances 

Strength

1. improve overall total solution quality

2. act as trading firm for European customers 
that needs product from Asia

Weakness

1. the overall price will increase due to 
addtional operational cost

Oppurtunity

1. access to more local customers and

increase trust from European customers

2. able to target client group looking for high 
quality total solution

3. Reduce a direct competition

Threat

1. face and bound by unfamiliar European 
rules and regulations

SWOT
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This option is where KSJ go onshore alone, without any alliance or partnership.  This option 

also have the gaining of local market access and has the weakness of increased cost, in 

addition, this option will require a dedicated person from KSJ to be relocated to the 

European office which will again increase overall cost that will end up on the offer price to 

customer.  The threat in this option is that KSJ will have to bare the risk and face the 

unfamiliar local rules and regulation. 

 

 

4.9. Summary 

The three options each has its pros and cons which will be carefully considered.  Option 1 

will gain a partner and less one enemy but still lack the very core of European market 

penetration which is local channel.  Option 2 will not only gain a partner with one less 

enemy to share benefit as well as risks in Europe, but the risk of having own local channel is 

to face unfamiliar local rule and regulation that they will be bound to if they were to set up 

office in Europe.  Option 3 is where KSJ will go solo to Europe, the pro is that KSJ will have 

Strength

1. local represnetation to increase trust from 
European customers

2. able to control fully on the operation and 
approach to local market

Weakness

1. overall cost will go up

2. need to thin down the resource currently 
have in home base Taiwan

Oppurtunity

1. access to more local customers and

increase trust from European customers

Threat

1. face and bare all the risks alone in Europe, 
including the unfamiliar rules and regulations

SWOT
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complete control over the market strategy as well as customer information, but KSJ will 

have to bear all risks of setting up office in Europe. 

The shortfall of KSJ at this moment in time is, the lack of distribution channel, whether it be 

separate investment in Europe for representative office or finding a local partnership, and 

dedicated marketing team to aggressively promote KSJ lighting.  The ultimate goal for KSJ is 

to have a local representative office, even with solid local partnership, to ensure brand 

visibility and reaching out to customers directly for after sales services.  Therefore the 

priority strategy of KSJ would be option 2, to set up partnership with company A and set up 

office in Europe.  The first step of option 2 could be to implement option 1 first, to gain 

mutual trust before execution of option 2.  In case KSJ is unable to reach an agreement with 

Company A, option 3 will then be executed. 
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5. Conclusion 

The decision of targeting European market is half driven by market strategy and half driven 

by the character of the KSJ owners, who aims to simplify the effort and process of doing 

business, put more focus on providing quality goods at reasonable price and avoid the 

annoying and unreasonable bargaining and payment terms in Asia.  Often we see our 

procurement as the department who will buy the cheapest product at the cheapest price, 

but we never look into the cost incurred by using the cheapest product available.  As a 

supplier, we also do not look closely into the cost incurred from dealing with buyers that 

repeatedly send bargaining email or phone calls and we spend hours and hours of our 

precious time telling them why we cannot drop our price and them explaining or 

threatening us why they need to get the discount.  Of course, the decision to focus on 

European market is not solely caused by that, the fact that Europe being the second largest 

machine vision user predicted until 2022 did provide confidence in making this decision.   

From the analysis of previous chapters we know at least two major competitions are also 

eyeing the European market and we are clear the target and opportunity is to take over 

customers from the Japanese firm who cannot bear the overpriced lightings.  We learn after 

the our analysis that the US and Italian firm are not competing in the same rank or level, and 

we learn that instead of competing with your competition, partnering up with your 

competition could in fact create a greater benefit and value for both us and them.   

In Chapter 4 we identified three options, option 1 is to partner with Company A and sell to 

European market from Taiwan, and this option could be part of option 1 but should not be 

the only option that KSJ should take.  Option 2 is to set up office in Europe together with 
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Company A to share cost, share risk and share benefit, this is the most ideal option for KSJ.  

Option 3 is for KSJ to enter European market alone, but this is the second priority as this will 

led KSJ to bear cost and risks alone, and may not be able to maximize benefit of setting 

office onshore Europe.   

We concluded that the best strategy for KSJ to thrive in European market is to team up with 

Company A in both Taiwan and in Europe and package our total solution using KSJ’s light 

and their dimmer in order to provide an unbeatable total solution to customers, at the same 

time, eliminate direct competition both in domestic turf and in European market.  In the 

case where Company A refused to work as partners, KSJ should still set up an office in 

Europe to open more doors to local customers and increase brand visibilities, and sending 

someone to station in Europe is inevitable because of the unfamiliarity to the European 

rules and regulations.  The risk of not able to quickly set up office in Europe is that we will 

lose the opportunity to the competition and miss the best window of opportunity where the 

market is still at very early stage in learning and adopting machine vision in their production 

line, and the best chance to step in as an experience supplier that can provide customize 

design and act as the consultant on the application.  The threat of not able to quickly set up 

office in Europe is, once the users used the other products, it will be difficult to get them to 

change, unless it does not met their requirement.  Now that the strategy is clear, the next is 

the act, quickly, seize the opportunity.
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